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Introduction
In April 2015, we held a week-long PROSECCO Contact Forum, including an extravaganza of
workshops, meetings, demonstrations and academic conference on the subject of Computational Creativity. This event brought together the PROSECCO, WHIM, COINVENT, ConCreTe
and Lrn2Cre8 projects. The event took place at Queen Mary, University of London from Tuesday 7th April to Friday 10th April 2015. Below is a breakdown of the meetings which took
place, given along with a brief description of each one. This is followed by a description of the
exhibitors at the Show, Tell, Imagine industry-focused event.

Tuesday 7th April 2015
Research Networking
There were a series of group meetings with the respective project teams. There was also a
focus on research associates working on collaborative projects, spending time together. There
was a one slide presentation by each project followed by plenary discussion in order to do
matchmaking for possible inter-project discussions to take place on the following day. Finally,
all the principle investigators met for management meetings.

Wednesday 8th April 2015
Research Networking
There was more time devoted to researchers working on intra and inter-project collaborations. The principle investigators met to discuss presentations for the academic conference on
Friday in order to highlight the potential for Computational Creativity. A session also took
place to discuss future collaborations where appropriate.

Octagon room at Queen Mary University of London: the Show, Tell, Imagine event.
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Thursday 9th April 2015
PROSECCO Computational Creativity projects explored at the ‘Show, Tell, Imagine”
event, 9th April 2015
In Computational Creativity research, we study how to engineer software which can take on
some of the creative responsibilities in arts and science projects. The European Commission,
having funded the PROSECCCO project also has made available around €10m for four projects
in this field which cover mathematics, music, language and ideation as application domains.
These four project teams (WHIM, CONCRETE, COINVENT and Lrn2crete) assembled in London for an extravaganza of Computational Creativity research in early April. The focus of the
event was to show a selected audience of industry practitioners the cutting edge software
that these groups are developing in Computational Creativity research, and also to provide
the opportunity to tell these companies about Computational Creativity and to listen to them
about relevant issues in their respective sector/business.
We imagined together some future scenarios where creative software works alongside people, delivering real value for the Creative Industries. The day consisted of demonstration sessions where a dozen pieces of creative software were demonstrated to small groups; short
talks where we described the field; one-on-one discussion opportunities; and time for networking and fact finding. The event was a grand event which was hosted by Queen Mary, University of London, in the Octagon Room, Queens Building.

Individual meetings at the Show, Tell, Imagine event. Here, Pablo Gervas (PROSECCO organiser) is meeting with writer of a musical theatre piece, being filmed by a team from WingSpan
Productions, for a Sky Arts documentary heavily featuring Computational Creativity software.
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The Exhibitors
The full list of the exhibitors at the Show, Tell, Imagine exhibitions is given below, along with
the title of their project. Following this, the promotional text for each of the exhibitions is given. These exhibitors spanned the entire PROSECCO Network with representatives from all of
the partners. The title of their exhibit is also listed below.

Maria Teresa Llano, The What-If Machine
John Charnley, FloWr
Mike Cook, Games by Angelina, To That Sect & A
Puzzling Present Videogames
Ping Xiao, Stoorm Flow
Hannu Toivonen, Musicreatures
Pedro Martins, Photogrowth
Amilcar Cardosa, Visualizing Music with Swarms
Pablo Gervás, WASP: the Wishful Automatic Spanish
Poet
Pablo Gervás, Proppper: Generation of Narratives in
the Folk Tale Domain
Carlos León, STellA: A Story Generation Algorithm
Tony Veale, @MetaphorMagnet and Creative WebServices
Janez Kranjc and Nada Lavrač, ConCreTeFlows
Martin Znidarsic and Polona Tomašič, Automated
Slogan Generation
Vid Podpečan, The What-if Machine Robot Interface
Simon Colton, The Painting Fool
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Maria Teresa Llano, The What-If Machine
Description: WHIM, our project acronym, stands for the What-If Machine, a
software system whose aim is to invent, evaluate and present fictional ideas
with real cultural value for artefacts such as stories, jokes, films, paintings and
advertisements. By looking at ideation, which is a particularly treasured human
behaviour, our objective is to produce ideas of a similar quality automatically so
that the system can be used as a creative collaborative partner, or as an autonomous agent, in different contexts of cultural creation.
A first prototype of the What-If Machine is available online at
http://www.whim-project.eu/whatifmachine/, where different topics can be
queried in the search for fictional ideas. Users can parametrise the system for
exploration, as well as rate or comment on an idea. This information is used to
gather feedback for audience modelling and help improve the output from the
system.
Expected impact
The overall impact of the project is to foster the synergy between new technologies for autonomous creative systems and human creativity, by obtaining a
deeper scientific understanding of creativity. We can envisage an economy
building up around the sale of computer generated artefacts that are being creative rather than merely generative. Adding automated fictional ideation into
the generation of such artefacts would help reach this objective. Specifically, we
believe that fictional ideation systems, such as the What-If Machine, can be used
as design assistants or autonomous agents in contexts such as by video games,
films, storytelling, etc. That is, by focusing on specific aspects, such by creating
characters, imaginary environments, game mechanics and narratives. Additionally, we believe the What-If Machine can be used as a teaching aid, serving for
inspiration for teachers and students. In the longer term, we see the future of
software as being creative: Microsoft Word will provide you with a joke for a
speech you’re writing, Google will generate poems in response to search terms,
and the iTunes genius will create new music rather than just recommending it.

Team
Simon Colton, Jeremy Gow, Maria Teresa Llano, Rose Hepworth & Catherine
Bellamy, Goldsmiths University of London, Stephen Clark and Mark GranrothWilding, University of Cambridge, Tony Veale and Alessandro Valitutti, University College, Dublin, Nada Lavrač and Martin Žnidaršič, Institute Jožef Stefan,
Ljubljana
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The FloWr Project, John Charnley
Description
The FloWr project aims to provide a development platform for Computational Creativity
to foster collaboration and interaction between all members of the wider creative community. A user-friendly interface lets people from all backgrounds produce creative software in the form of flowcharts which combine processes drawn from a large repository of
individual task-specific tool nodes. There's also a simple framework to help people to
create and contribute their own software tools to perform part or all of a creative task.
The portal provides support for editing, co-authoring and distributing tools and
flowcharts among members to encourage them to share and use the wide variety of creative software that we currently have. We will be introducing attendees to the system and
running a workshop to get people started with FloWr.
Expected impact
Our academic projects have already shown how the FloWr system can underpin powerful
fully-functional creative systems and the way they're represented makes it easy to understand how they operate. This new web application removes the major barriers we had to
bringing the system to a wider audience. In particular, by providing a central store for the
flowcharts and their component tools. We hope this system will solve many of the common problems of collaboration by providing a central point of contact and removing many
issues, such as those arising from differences in technical expertise.
Team
John Charnley, Simon Colton & Teresa Llano, Goldsmiths, University of London
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Michael Cook, Games by ANGELINA
Description
ANGELINA is a piece of software that can design games all by itself, with the aim of integrating itself into the game development community as a respected peer and creator. Several different iterations of the software have been built to date, designing arcade games, puzzle platformers, 3D exploration games and more. To That Sect is a game by the most recent version of
the software, and was also ANGELINA's entry to Ludum Dare 28, a worldwide game-making
event. This was the first time a piece of software had entered a public game jam, meaning the
software produced the game simply by being given the theme of the jam - You Only Get One.

As part of our work presenting ANGELINA as a creative entity, we enable the software to produce short pieces of text that provide commentary on its actions. This is what ANGELINA
produced for To That Sect: "This is a game about a disgruntled child. A Founder. The game
only has one level, and the objective is to reach the exit (the yellow cylinder). Along the way,
you must avoid the Tomb as they kill you, and collect the Ship. I use some sound effects from
FreeSound, like the sound of Ship. Using Google and a tool called Metaphor Magnet, I discovered that people feel charmed by Founder sometimes. So I chose a unnerving piece of music
from Kevin Macleod’s Incompetech website to complement the game’s mood."

1. To That Sect is a game by the most recent version of the software, and was also ANGELINA's entry to Ludum Dare 28, a worldwide game-making event. This was the first time a piece
of software had entered a public game jam, meaning the software produced the game simply
by being given the theme of the jam - You Only Get One.
2. A Puzzling Present A Puzzling Present is a Christmassy puzzle platformer with an unusual
twist - all of its levels were designed by a computer program! Explore dozens of levels across
multiple worlds, use a variety of clever powers to solve each one, and help the gamedesigning AI ANGELINA improve its skills by rating each puzzle as you solve it. A Puzzling
Present has been made as part of the ANGELINA project. ANGELINA is an artificial intelligence program being used to investigate new techniques for automating game design, and
each level in A Puzzling Present has been designed by the software, right down to the mechanics you use to solve the level! Since its inception in late 2010, ANGELINA has created arcade games, Metroidvania-style platformers, and news-inspired videogames. A Puzzling Present entered the Android Top 500 and was covered by sites including The New Scientist, Ars
Technica and Kotaku
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Impact
The impact of the project is largely cultural - showing that software can impact and integrate
with creative communities such as game developers. It's also been described as artistic, and
many people are interested in ANGELINA's existence in relation to the history of games. We
hope that it will also promote computational creativity techniques among game developers,
encouraging them to experiment in their own game projects. More games and information
about ANGELINA can be found at www.gamesbyangelina.org

Team
Michael Cook and Simon Colton, Goldsmiths, University of London
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Ping Xiao, StoormFlow

Description
StoormFlow uses data mining and semantic analysis technologies to find inspirational ideas for
a creative assignment in real-time. We demo how StoormFlow can help marketing professionals
sketch ideas based on a project brief, and collaboratively elaborate and evaluate them with
teammates. Currently, the StoormFlow Alpha works with Spanish language, and an English version is being developed.
Expected impact
The StoormFlow technology has the potential to transform the workflow of agencies. It stimulates creative exercises, facilitates team collaboration, and empowers clients to contribute on an
even keel. Further information can be found at www.stoormflow.com and twitter.com/
<http://twitter.com/>stoormflow
Team
Miguel A.Carralero, Ayman Moghnieh, Xavier Ruiz Collantes, Ping Xiao, Quim Colàs, Alan Tapscott, University of Helsinki

Hannu Toivonen, Musicreatures – playful music creation on the iPhone
Description
Musicreatures is an iPhone app for playful, real-time creation of music. The app makes use of
the multimodal interaction capabilities of smart phones for musical creativity. The input to the
app comes from the various sensors within the phone, and then the app uses computational
creativity for giving all users, regardless of their prior musical background, the joy of creativity.
Expected Impact
Musicreatures presents the user a simple, game-like environment in which music can be created using straightforward, motion-based controls. The app offers two distinct modes for two different takes on creating music with simple motion gestures: one that communicates visually the
link between the motion and the music, and one that allows the user to improvise even without
ever looking at the phone. In both cases, computational creation of the music enforces musically
satisfying results while giving the user a sense of control.
Musicreatures has just been released. We expect it to receive attention as a fun, creative app,
and we hope to be able to use any publicity to highlight the role of computational creativity as
an enabler and supporter of human creativity. The app is currently available in English and in
Finnish, and new language versions (German, French, Chinese, and Estonian) are in the pipeline. Other information can be found here
http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/en/discovery/musicreatures.
Team
Petri Myllys, Hannu Toivonen, University of Helsinki
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Pedro Martins, Photogrowth
Description
Photogrowth is a creativity-support tool for the generation of non-photorealistic renderings
of images. The painting algorithm is inspired by ant colonies. It uses the trails of artificial ants
with different lifespans, sensory capabilities, and behaviours, to produce rich organic lines.
The superimposition and intertwinement of these lines, together with their variation in
width, direction, and colour, are used as an ornamentation technique to produce detailed and
expressive artworks from a given image. The ants' species are characterised by a wide set of
parameters. To eliminate the need for low-level modification of these parameters, and to full
explore the capabilities of the system, we use a Genetic Algorithm to evolve the behaviours of
the ants' species. The Genetic Algorithm is guided by a fitness function designed by the user
using a novel responsive interface. The ability to specify the characteristics of the ants' species, as well as the rendering details, empowers the users by allowing them to generate a
wide variety of outcomes consistent with their artistic intentions. Visitors will have the opportunity to interact with the application, creating their own artworks.
Expected Impact
The research associated with this project has received media attention with several appearances on Portuguese national TV channels. Recently the paper "Penousal Machado, Tiago
Martins, Hugo Amaro, and Pedro H. Abreu. An interface for fitness function design." received
the best paper award at the Third International Conference on Evolutionary and Biologically
Inspired Music, Sound, Art and Design - EvoMUSART 2014, Granada, Spain, April 23-25, 2014.
An iOS App is currently under development. Further information can be found at
https://cdv.dei.uc.pt/photogrowth.
Team
Penousal Machado, CISUC, Department of Informatics Engineering, University of CoimbraTiago Martins, CISUC, Department of Informatics Engineering, University of Coimbra
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Amilcar Cardosa, Visualizing Music with Swarms
Description
Three graphic designers explore the use of swarms to visualize music. They all start with the
same source code, a basic implementation of the Boids Algorithm, created by Craig Reynolds
in 1986, but their design decisions lead them to different paths. One decides to focus on the
production of static artefacts that represent the entire piece, while another gives emphasis to
the creation of animations that accompany the piece. The third, tries to accomplish a balance
between these two goals. They also take different paths when deciding which musical features should be considered and how these features affect the behaviour and visual appearance of the swarm. The results highlight the similarities and differences between the artefacts, unveiling different ways of representing music through a common metaphor.
Expected Impact
This project won the Science Visualization Competition, Visual Media Category, in ALIFE 14:
The Fourteenth International conference on the synthesis and Simulation of Living Systems,
NY, 2014.
Team
Ruslan Kamolov, Cátia Costa, António Cruz, Penousal Machado, University of Coimbra

Pablo Gervás, WASP: the Wishful Automatic Spanish Poet
Description
The WASP system produces formal poems in Spanish from a specification provided by the
user. In the course of its history, the system has generated poetry by relying on different AI
techniques such as production rules, case-based reasoning, evolutionary algorithms and language modelling.
Expected impact
Over the years the system has evolved from initial versions that wrote variations of classic
poems to its current incarnation that can generate original poems, somewhat surreal, based
on words provided by the user. Its main contribution is to allow the computational exploration of a conceptual space of formal poems constructed to match restrictions of style and continuity extracted from a training corpus of text. This may produce formally correct poems
from the current daily news, or from selected fictional worlds.
Team
Pablo Gervás, Universidad Complutense De Madrid

Pablo Gervás, Proppper: generation of narratives in the folk tale domain
Description
The Proppper system can generate instances of plot summaries for stories along the lines of
Russian folk tales.
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Expected impact
The current incarnation of the Propper system allows the user to exercise a certain amount of
control over the type of story to be produced, and the elements that should appear in it, but
the system ultimately decides what story to build. Its main contribution is to allow the computational exploration of a conceptual space of stories defined jointly by a specific genre and
a knowledge base of possible actions. As both the definition of the genre and the knowledge
base of actions need to be provided as resources for the system, the Propper system may be
used to explore plot summary generation for other genres and other sets of possible actions.
Team
Pablo Gervás, Universidad Complutense De Madrid
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Carlos León, Stella - StoryTELLing Algorithm
Description
Stella creates rich stories based on the user input. Stella explores a huge set of narrative possibilities and chooses among the ones that fulfill the user's requirements in terms of amount
of fictionality, narrative properties and communicative objectives.
Expected impact
Narratives are ubiquitous. There is an enormous potential in having stories generated by
computers in a wide range of industries: videogames, marketing, education, communication,
journalism, literature...Stella is a working service able to provide a service that accepts a description of the kind of narrative the user wants and returns literally hundreds of stories. Additionally, Stella is capable of generating stories from existing content and user interaction,
making it a great system for any kind of real-time interactive narrative.
Team
Carlos León, Universidad Complutense De Madrid

Tony Veale, @MetaphorMagnet and various webservices

Description
Metaphor Magnet is an online software application that allows you to explore the space of
affective conceptual metaphors. The Metaphor Magnet application can also be used as a service by other NLP applications, returning XML documents to the client. For instance, Metaphor Magnet is used as a core service by the Flux Capacitor, a story-telling component that
forms the heart of the @MetaphorMagnet Twitterbot. Details of this XML functionality are
provided at the end of this page.The goal of Metaphor Magnet is to find and exploit commonplace metaphors in everyday texts (in this case, in the Google n-grams) and to use these mappings to interpret more novel metaphors using an expansionary approach.
Expected impact
Using the Metaphor Magnet app, a user inputs a metaphor as in the following: “life is a +
game”. This is an affective metaphor: the vehicle game is marked with + to indicate that a positive spin is intended – the user is here seeking an uplifting interpretation of the metaphor life
is a game (conversely, a more cynical interpretation can be obtained using the input life is a –
game).
Team
Tony Veale, University College Dublin
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Janez Kranjc & Nada Lavrač, ConCreTeFlows.

Description
ConCreTeFlows is a software platform based on the platform ClowdFlows and adapted for
collaborative use in the ConCreTe project. The ConCreTeFlows platform is implemented as a
cloud-based web application with a graphical user interface, which supports the construction
and execution of interactive workflows, including web services which can be used as workflow components. The constructed workflows can be declared either as private or public,
which enables sharing the developed solutions, data and results on the web and in scientific
publications. The server-side software of ClowdFlows can be multiplied and distributed to
any number of computing nodes. From a developer's perspective the platform is easy to extend and supports distributed development with packages. The major difference between
ConCreTeFlows and ClowdFlows (on which the ConCreTeFlows is based) is the roster of
workflow components. ConCreTeFlows features the workflow components that were developed and used in the ConCreTe project.
Expected impact
The platform facilitates collaborative development of processes and allows for the dissemination of results to be efficient and interactive. It is useful for prototyping and sharing of solutions among teams that collaborate online. In case of ConCreTeFlows and its specific focus on
computational creativity, the use is expected in creative industries, where diverse teams collaborate on a common task. The ability to showcase an interactive solution to a client online
without the need for additional software installation will be welcome in situations in which
the clients want to experiment and further adapt the solutions.
Team
Janez Kranjc, Nada Lavrač, Jožef Stefan Institute
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Martin Znidarsic & Polona Tomašič, Automated Slogan Generation

Description
Invention of slogans for companies, products or similar entities is a highly creative task. Our
goal is to automate the generation of slogans by combining computational linguistics, semantic resources and genetic algorithms. We have developed a slogan generator that produces
slogans solely based on a short textual description of the target entity. Its outputs are currently not entirely grammatically correct and semantically coherent, but they represent a useful
resource for brainstorming.
Expected impact
Our slogan generator has a lot of potential in marketing and advertising business. It reduces
the time and human resources needed to come up with new ideas and concepts for company/product promotion. It also provides value content-wise, as the computer generated ideas
are not prone to the human bias towards personal experience and knowledge, which is a
common problem of purely human brainstorming processes.
Team
Polona Tomašič, Xlab, Martin Žnidaršič and Gregor Papa, Jožef Stefan Institute
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Vid Podpečan, The What-if Machine robot interface (WHIMBOT)

Description
The NAO robot platform enables vocal communication between the robot and humans. Its
goal is to provide an additional interface for rating of the automatically generated what-if sentences. The robot is able to ask a series of what-if questions and understand the quality ratings as declared by the human. The WHIM web API is used for retrieving the what-if sentence
collection and submitting the recorded answers. We have implemented the basic properties
of a simple vocal question answering communication procedure by using the software building blocks provided by the NAO robot software and by conducting some custom modifications.
Expected impact
The demonstrated system is specifically adapted to the use in the WHIM project. However, by
connecting it to a different API and adapting the question answering and response recognition loop to another use case, the robot could collect the results for any other kind of a query.
As the use of humanoid robots for such purposes is novel and still rare, its use would be primarily expected in promotional activities and technology demonstrations.
Team
Vid Podpečan, Jožef Stefan Institute
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Simon Colton, The Painting Fool
Description
With The Painting Fool project, we aim to build a software system that is taken seriously as a
creative artist in its own right, one day. We are more interested in implementing cognitive
behaviours such as appreciation, imagination, intentionality and learning, than with simply
producing images that might look as if a person has painted them. The project has involved
advances in Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Natural Language Processing and Machine Vision.
The Painting Fool has been part of group and solo art exhibitions in London, Paris, Lisbon and
Brussels; we’ve sold prints of its work; and it has recently been commissioned to produce art
for a Japanese company. It is currently producing portraits in order to learn about its painting
styles, but only when it's in a good mood!
Impact
The Painting Fool project has been covered by various media as an example of Computational
Creativity software of real benefit to society. These include: the BBC (Horizon, Radio 3 and 4),
New Scientist Magazine, Reuters, Channel 4 News, the Observer, Independent and Times
newspapers. Visit www.thepaintingfool.com for more details of the project.
Team
Simon Colton, Goldsmiths, University of London
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Engagement with Industry and Impact

A total of 173 delegates attended the exhibition. In light of the software specialisms and potential market products of the exhibitors, the organisers targeted three main industry groups,
namely the advertising, games & animation, and music industries. The starting point to putting together an exclusive list of persons and companies to invite, was from the deliverable
D3.1 Industry Contact List. This list is a culmination of the entire PROSECCO partner coordinator’s contacts in the relevant industries and was delivered officially in month 14 of the project. The contact list was an invaluable source of information and provided an excellent
springboard to develop the list of industry delegates. The second approach was to canvas the
PROSECCO consortium once more for suggestions of key figures and companies to invite, essentially an update of the original list. A shortlist then was made of companies and in the relevant sectors and these persons were contacted by Goldsmiths, University of London.
Many of the contacts were in the games & animation sector, and hence, the majority of the
companies who attended were in this area. Less successful was the advertising industry
(about 4 companies) and in the end, even less successful was attracting companies from the
music industry (1 attended). The natural leanings of Computational Creativity tend to focus
on the game & animation sector and this is reflected in who attended the event, however, in
future, we could look at being more proactively making real contacts with advertising, the
music industry (including video production). As we know, there could be enormous potential
for these creative sectors also, for the application of the PROSECCO group applications.
However, a very positive spin out of the PROSECCO contact forum and as a result of interest
specifically in the WHIM project (What-If Machine), a production company attended the
event, who started a project with the WHIM team in the area of a musical theatre project.
Taking the premise from the What-If Machine, and also working with narrative generation
software from WHIM project members, they created the musical, ‘Beyond the Fence’, a West
End show which ran for 2 weeks at the Arts Theatre in London. This was the subject of a three
part documentary TV programme on SKY Arts, which showed the making of the musical,
which was created by various different computational creativity systems including, the WhatIf Machine and the Propper System. http://www.wingspanproductions.co.uk/what-wedo/read/35/Beyond-the-Fence
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The creation of the ‘first computer generated musical’ will serve as a benchmark and we hope
it will instil trust and credibility in this ambitious area. Many conversations at the event led to
collaboration and contact building. One of these contacts was made with Simon Colton and Bo
Helberg. Bo recommended that Simon join him as an expert a D&D Leadership event on computational creativity which took place in October 2015, and they have recently co-written an
EPSRC proposal.

List of external visitors to the ‘Show, Tell, Imagine exhibit, Thursday 9th April 2015

Alexander Mator
Archie Baron
Attila Gal
Barry Murphy
Cat Gale
Elga Ferreira
Eoghan Kidney
Eugenia Emets
Irini Papadimitriou
Luis Agrellos
Mario Mahr
Martin Hollis
Reina Magica
Thom Dinsdale
Tommi Opas
Richard Antwi
Pengfei Mi
Feng Shi
Ji Han
Bruce Garvey
Steven Quincey-Jones
Diarmuid Maloney
Maura Murphy
Owen Harris

Ferrand, Bicker & Associados
Wingspan Productions
Ogilvy
BGM
Wingspan Productions
IADE
Ulysses VR & Rotor
Musion Events
Watermans
Gemadigital
UINN
PO Box.com
Aalto University
Albion
Kurio
Bless Management Ltd
Imperial College London
Imperial College London
Imperial College London
Imperial College London
Self employed
Rotor
Windmill Lane Film & FX
Self employed

Design studio
Television
Marketing/communications
Filmmaker
Television
Creative University
Music video production
Videoshows and events
Advertising
Advertising
Artist
Games
University
Advertising
Social media agency
Music
University
University
University
University
Writer
Music video production
Commercials/film
Film
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Friday 10th April 2015
Academic Conference
On Friday 10th April, we hosted an academic conference in the Skeel Lecture Theatre at Queen
Mary. Topics that were presented were as follows; Between data and creativity: learning
representations for music generations (Lrn2Cre8), Music analysis and point-set compression
(Lrn2Cre8), theoretical advances in automating fictional ideation (WHIM), Building the WhatIf Machine-technical challenges and progress so far (WHIM), Concept Invention Theory: Core
model and system architecture (COINVENT), COINVENTing mathematics and music: examples of concept invention at work (COINVENT), Evaluation of computational creativity (ConCreTe), Modelling the architecture of the creative mind (ConCreTe).
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